
Critical reading Source: The New York Times     Date: May 1, 2023

Our primary concerns:  

The writers of this article present the White House’s decision to end vaccine 
mandates and the Public Health Emergency without fact checking the White House’s 
claims about the pandemic. Some claims are fundamentally unsupported by CDC 
data. The writers also cite a single “expert” from the medical community, implying 
wider agreement on ending COVID vaccine mandates while ignoring other existing 
mandates. They use inflammatory language that unnecessarily promotes conflict 
around public health law and confound the ethical concerns at hand. These choices in 
reporting promote public complacency in the face of ongoing harm from disease.

About the writers: 

Michael D. Shear is a veteran White House correspondent 
and two-time Pulitzer Prize winner who was a member of 
the team that won the Public Service Medal for Covid 
coverage in 2020. He is the co-author of “Border Wars: 
Inside Trump's Assault on Immigration.” @shearm

Noah Weiland is a health reporter in the Washington 
bureau. He was part of a team that won a Pulitzer Prize for 
its coverage of Covid-19 in 2020.

White House to End Most Covid Vaccine Mandates, 
the Source of Intense Political Strife
Title of print version May 2, 2023, Section A, Page 14

Print headline 
uses inflammatory 
language. Further 
inflammatory 
language is used 
throughout and is 
highlighted below.

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/01/us/politics/us-covid-vaccine-mandates.html?unlocked_article_code=xyMY14rtosFkItbdUS8DREUfUsdSceqjDdw4oUHDUelmIcgW7JRFEwD2TlkWD--AkqE8TkP1n2FXQ-eMA9qKNvU--6SLQdznJd5cET-s9MLhzcx7OjEXijCMl1eNJzKC9PZNZlHGwhFcKYPMXWA-s7ToocS4Cj_1rsS9TJLW-fkY5QrY63BCmQAY6xzxxU3KGFPuVmxSDESILnhCQLxp9WuZDy5HYbr0MX5HG8K_BDp2yZ8OXmiCqCTdtL4_IR1eey0_GPupLBIAzDa2J-PXWOmAs8p1UVOaaUwB7NlP9EH0qxLm9jqSqW5NOuxRaZABHisu8WjNthOFfSobFIyuTRgxfoL8X9s&smid=url-share
https://twitter.com/shearm


Comments Inflammatory language

False claim. The pandemic is not at “an end” in terms of infection, disease, and its 
harms. CDC reported deaths are continuing to increase (CDC COVID Data Tracker: 
Trends by Geographic Area).

April 2020 – April 2022: 1 million deaths
9,600 per week

Note: Does not include long COVID 

April 2022 – April 2023: 125 thousand deaths
2,400 per week: 25% rate of previous deaths

Note: Does not include long COVID 

Also note the subhead (p. 1), “helped end the public health emergency,” is not the 
same as “helped bring an end to the … public health threat” (right). The article 
does not correctly distinguish between the Public Health Emergency — a 
political/legal designation — and the public health threat, i.e., the disease and its 
harms that are still ongoing.

No information is provided to indicate why this is now a different phase. The above 
data shows this is not an appropriate statement because many people are dying. 

https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#trends_totaldeaths_select_00
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#trends_totaldeaths_select_00
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Counter to the narrative of conflict “between Republicans and Democrats,” 
multiple Republican Congressmen have spoken in favor of vaccination, 
undermining the narrative of political conflict (see “Not all Republicans are 
embracing McConnell’s vaccine push. Read what some had to say this week”).

Inflammatory language throughout this piece leverages rhetoric that reinforces a 
response of anger and divisiveness, suggesting violence is warranted in response to 
the conflict, i.e., the “vitriolic battle.” While conflict occurred in response to 
vaccine mandates, these word choices unnecessarily promote that conflict. 

Does not provide data 
or source in support of 
this claim. See above 
data where deaths 
have been reduced by 
75 percent. This does 
not include deaths 
from organ damage 
and long COVID. See 
Vital Statistics 
Reference Guidance 
Number 03, February, 
2023 (cdc.gov).

Unsubstantiated claim of expert consensus

https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/22/politics/house-republicans-vaccination-rates/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/22/politics/house-republicans-vaccination-rates/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvss/vsrg/vsrg03-508.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvss/vsrg/vsrg03-508.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvss/vsrg/vsrg03-508.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvss/vsrg/vsrg03-508.pdf
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Quoting a single “expert’s” opinion 
does not prove others agree.

Many states have vaccination laws. See School Vaccination Requirements 
and Exemptions, CDC, State School Immunization Requirements and Vaccine 
Exemption Laws (cdc.gov), CDC - Vaccination Laws - Publications by Topic - 
Public Health Law). Dr. Auwaerter’s statement that “The decision about 
whether to be vaccinated will once again be largely between a doctor and 
patient” is inconsistent with the fact that vaccinations are required by law in 
many states. This shows a bias in opinion undermining his credibility and the 
credibility of the authors of this article. 

This is a misassignment of expertise. Infectious disease experts “are 
involved in diagnosing, investigating and treating patients with infections. 
They deal with infectious microorganisms such as bacteria, viruses, 
protozoa and fungi” (The Complete Guide To Becoming An Infectious 
Disease Doctor, BMJ Careers) including bloodstream infections and complex 
or rare conditions caused by emerging infectious diseases and multidrug-
resistant microbes (Infectious Diseases - Overview - Mayo Clinic). There is 
nothing here about risk assessment and social behavior any more than 
there is qualification to deal with risk assessment in drunk driving. 

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/imz-managers/coverage/schoolvaxview/requirements/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/imz-managers/coverage/schoolvaxview/requirements/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/phlp/docs/school-vaccinations.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/phlp/docs/school-vaccinations.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/phlp/publications/topic/vaccinationlaws.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fphlp%2Fpublications%2Ftopic%2Fvaccinations.html
https://www.cdc.gov/phlp/publications/topic/vaccinationlaws.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fphlp%2Fpublications%2Ftopic%2Fvaccinations.html
https://www.bmj.com/careers/article/the-complete-guide-to-becoming-an-infectious-disease-doctor/
https://www.bmj.com/careers/article/the-complete-guide-to-becoming-an-infectious-disease-doctor/
https://www.mayoclinic.org/departments-centers/infectious-diseases/sections/overview/ovc-20456906
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All of this is speculation — and distraction. The discussion 
immediately precedes the primary factual information the 
article conveys about the impact of ending the PHE.

The disease begins as a respiratory infection but is a vascular disease 
that affects all organs, in part by injuring endothelial cells everywhere, 
not just in the lungs. So it is not accurate simply to call it a “respiratory 
disease”; how a virus enters the body does not necessarily characterize 
where it impacts the body. An example of other infections that damage 
systems outside the one in which they are introduced is Epstein-Barr 
virus (EBV, a.k.a., mononucleosis or mono), a type of herpes virus that 
is transmitted via saliva but is not a saliva disease. Just as SARS-CoV-2 
harms endothelial cells, EBV can damage the body’s nerve cells causing 
a condition called multiple sclerosis (Study identifies how Epstein-Barr 
virus triggers multiple sclerosis | News Center | Stanford Medicine).

The actual impact of ending the PHE — namely, that certain services and 
support will no longer be available — is presented only at the end of the article, 
which is not often read by readers. (See How people read online: Why you 
won’t finish this article. (slate.com))

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7556303/
https://www.cdc.gov/epstein-barr/about-ebv.html
https://www.cdc.gov/epstein-barr/about-ebv.html
https://med.stanford.edu/news/all-news/2022/01/epstein-barr-virus-multiple-sclerosis.html
https://med.stanford.edu/news/all-news/2022/01/epstein-barr-virus-multiple-sclerosis.html
https://slate.com/technology/2013/06/how-people-read-online-why-you-wont-finish-this-article.html
https://slate.com/technology/2013/06/how-people-read-online-why-you-wont-finish-this-article.html
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More impact of ending the PHE

Carlson’s full quote from Tucker Carlson Tonight (Jan. 21, 
2022) is “I mean, after watching what the Imperial Japanese 
Army and the Nazis did in their medical experiments, I 
thought that American physicians agreed that compulsory 
medical care was unethical, it was immoral, and it could 
never be imposed on anyone.” So Carlson and the authors of 
this article suggest “Nazi experiments” are “unethical” 
because they were compulsory, but — as neither Carlson nor 
the authors address — they were importantly without 
anesthesia and classified as torture resulting in disfigurement 
and mutilation, physical and psychiatric trauma, severe 
disability, and death. Carlson and the authors thus 
misrepresent the essential ethics of these historical actions 
by focusing on consent. While consent is important in 
medicine, the ethical concern with regard to vaccination is 
public safety (see p. 4), which is in the category of laws 
against drunk driving, smoking in public places, etc.

https://www.mediamatters.org/fox-news/tucker-carlson-compares-vaccine-requirements-nazi-and-imperial-japanese-army-medical
https://www.mediamatters.org/fox-news/tucker-carlson-compares-vaccine-requirements-nazi-and-imperial-japanese-army-medical
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4822534/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4822534/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4822534/
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Conclusions:  

The writers of this article do not fact-check the White House’s claims about the 
pandemic, some of which are unsupported by CDC data. The writers’ single 
“expert” from the medical community implies wider agreement on ending COVID 
vaccine mandates and ignores other existing mandates. Use of inflammatory 
language unnecessarily promotes conflict around public health law and 
confounds the ethical concerns. These choices in reporting promote public 
complacency in the face of ongoing harm from disease.
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